TABLE OF INFORMATION
LOCATION

DOOR FLOOR
WIDTH

LIGHTS

OTHER

Front Access 41.5”
Door

Polished
concrete

Spotlights

Height to the
button is 42”

Doors to AR 53”

Polished
concrete

Spotlights

Air conditioning
noises + AR
video (which has
subtitles)

Lift at AR
Room

35.5”

Karndean

Brightly lit Depth 57.5”.
Press and hold
buttons, will be
operated by tour
guide. Enough
room for
wheelchair user
and 2 other
standing people.
Has grab rails.

Tower

36”

Chequer
plate

Windows
and
spotlights

Blenders ->
MM

51”

Karndean

MM ->
Concourse

30.75”

Karndean
leading to
polished
concrete

Bright;
spotlights +
window

22 steps, set of 4
and then three of
6.

Concourse - 72”
> 8 stages
room

Polished
Bright
concrete to spotlights
karndean

8 Stages
36”
Room ->
Mash-house

Karndean
to chequer
plate

Mash-house 36”
-> Mill

Concrete

Well-lit

Noisy because of
mill

Mash-house 54”
concourse

Chequer
plate

Well-lit

Noisy because of
distillery noises

Mash-house 36”
-> Stillhouse

Chequer
plate

Well-lit

Slightly raised
covering over
doorway, about
3mm. The corner
into the stillhouse is tighter
than other corners
the space for
customer use is
57”

Still-house

Chequer
plate

Well-lit w/
windows

Width of visitor
space: 57”.
Flashing light
under the grill
floor

Still-house - 36”
> Stairwell

Chequer
plate

Well-lit

Stairwell ->
Concourse

Chequer
plate

Well-lit

36”

Concourse - 37”
> Blenders

Polished
concrete to
carpet

Upstairs
Accessible
Loo

36”

Polished
Overhead
concrete to light, well
lino
lit

A large room,
enough space to
manoeuvre a
wheelchair. If
facing the door,
toilet accessed
from right hand
side. Vertical grab
rails on your left
and one
horizontal to the
left. Two vertical
grab rails either
side of the sink.

Downstairs
Accessible
Loo

36”

Polished
Overhead
concrete to light, well
lino
lit

Same as above
but with baby
changing
facilities.

Lift at
Concourse

36”

Overhead
light, well
lit

Depth 55”. Has a
mirror. Can fit
wheelchair user
and 1 other
person. Has grab
rails.

Tasting
room

Carpet, thin Softer
lighting,
spotlights

Here there are
tables and chairs.
Tables are 28.75”
from the ground.
Chairs are pulled
out in advance of
arrival as
standard. Whisky
is served in small,
curved nosing
glasses.

Stairs at gift
shop

Karndean,
with gold
metal edge

Spotlights,
softer
lighting

22 stairs in total,
two sets of 11.

Cafe

Very
wide

Karndean

Windows
and
spotlights

Tables are 28.75”
from the ground
and 27.5” wide.
The space
between tables is
quite wide. Staff
will always give
table service.

Shop

Very
wide

Karndean

Spotlights,
quite well
lit

There is ample
space between
gondolas in the
shop. There is a
lower, accessible
section of the
desk to serve
customers who
may be using a
wheelchair. Staff
will take visitor’s
coats as standard.

